
Things like puzzles, board games and pictures can contribute to a 
child’s development. What would you give a child to help him/her 
develop and why? Give details and examples in your explanation.

In recent decades, almost all children’s child psychologists confiorm that “Let 
your children play more mind games like puzzles or chess with his friends to 
develop their awareness in both individual and social life”. From my 
perspective, it is in the child’s interest if we make create this tendency in his 
mind.  

Undoubtedly, puzzles or other thinkthought-provoking games would be much 
more influential in a child’s development. These sorts of hobbies could boost 
the level of his consciousness. They hasten accelerate the pace of learning new 
concepts. By way of an example, when my son was an infant, he watched some 
cartoons and TV programs which are were not suitable for these those ages. As 
we purchased him some adequate mind games, suggested by a children’s child 
psychologist, he began to learn new words and moves.   

By the same token, there are two-player or multiplayer games which could be 
remarkably prominent for children’s future social relationships. These this 
category of games could help them to interact with their same age children. Not 
to mention it could teach learn them to how to play a role in teamwork 
practices. By the same tokensimilarly , participation in sports may be useful for 
children, since they can release their boundless energy, and there is a new 
hypothesis in which is claimedwhich posits that should children do so, they 
learn more contextsconcepts.  

We should borne bear this tip in our mind that the more our children play these 
practices mentioned above, the more they learn in most spheres of life. We 
should, however, notice that there must be a balance in their playing these 
games, sleeping, doing their homework, and above all spending time with the 
family. 

 


